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\textbf{Purpose:} Little is known about the economic implications of nursing home (NH) registered nurse (RN) tenure on resident outcomes. This study evaluated the cost-effectiveness of two nurse workforce scenarios focusing on RN tenure (high versus low), and the associated transfers from NH to the hospital.

\textbf{Methods:} A decision tree was constructed to compare the incremental costs and effects of RN tenure scenarios on NH resident transfers to the hospital under two NH staffing scenarios: high versus low levels of RN tenure. Three outcomes were modeled: 1) dollars per hospitalization avoided, 2) dollars per hospitalization and death avoided, and 3) dollars per death avoided.

\textbf{Results:} The total costs of care for the low tenure scenario were $34,108 per month compared to the high tenure scenario at $29,442 per month. Effectiveness of the high tenure was greater across all 3 outcomes (incremental effectiveness ranged from 0.925 to 0.974 depending on outcome), indicating that high tenure was the dominant strategy (that is less costly and more effective).

\textbf{Conclusions:} Higher RN tenure was a dominant strategy across the 3 outcomes. This was a fairly robust finding despite the variations in the model and uncertainty in the input parameters. Aligning quality outcomes with cost effectiveness is imperative to driving the direction of health policy in the United States. Better prevention of hospitalizations by having an experienced RN workforce will not only improve resident quality of care but will allow NHs to realize the value of retaining a skilled workforce.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Hospitalizations of nursing home (NH) residents are known to be frequent, costly, and potentially avoidable (Ouslander et al., 2010). There are approximately 1.6 million residents in the nation’s NHs; in 2006, almost a quarter of those admitted to an NH were transferred back to the hospital within 30 days, costing Medicare $4.34 billion (O’Malley, Caudry, & Grabowski, 2011). Such transitions are disruptive and disorienting for frail elders and can significantly lower resident quality of life (Tena-Nelson et al., 2012). Furthermore, NH transfers often expose residents to increased risks associated with hospitalization such as medication errors and healthcare-associated infections; it has been estimated that 40\% of hospital admissions could have been avoided with high quality NH care (Saliba et al., 2000). Reducing these hospitalizations in NH residents has become an important clinical and policy issue and provides an opportunity to improve healthcare delivery and contain costs (Ouslander et al., 2010).

Currently, resident care in NHs is provided almost entirely by or under the direction of registered nurses (RNs). Adequate nurse staffing levels and a workforce characterized by low turnover and high retention have generally been found to improve resident outcomes and lower infection and hospitalization rates (Collier & Harrington, 2008). More recently, Thomas, Mor, Tyler, and Hyer (2013) found that NHs with higher retention rates for licensed nurses (RN and licensed practical nurses [LPN]) was associated with a lower 30-day hospital readmission rate (beta = −0.02, p = 0.04). While these findings were based on a single state and the investigators were unable to distinguish differences between RN and LPN retention, it nevertheless has underscored the importance of targeting nurse retention
in NHs. It is important to note, while there are relationships between turnover, retention and tenure, these are not identical concepts. Turnover is the number of leavers of an employment setting, retention is the number of “stayers” and tenure is calculated based on the length of time in an organization.

Castle and Engberg (2008) studied tenure in NHs and found that RNs with 5 or more years of experience at a single NH facility was associated with decreased re-straint use, resident pain, pressure ulcers and indwelling catheter use. Furthermore, tenure of the nurse workforce has been found to be an important predictor of quality outcomes in both acute and NH settings in the VA (Veterans Administration) (Bartel, Beaulieu, Phibbs, & Stone, 2014; Uchida-Nakakoji, Stone, Schmitt, & Phibbs, 2015).

Both retention and turnover have been associated with the quality and cost of care including the cost of staff hiring and training (Jones, 2008). Despite wide variation in reported estimates (from $22,000 to more than $64,000) it is clear that RN turnover in hospitals is costly. The cost of retention and turnover in NHs has not been as well studied. One group of researchers examined the direct and indirect costs of turnover in NHs and concluded that turnover actually saved facilities on average 2.5% of annual total costs (Mukamel et al., 2009). However, this model was conducted using data from California using a narrow perspective of the NH and did not consider the broader healthcare costs associated with increased hospitalizations or decreased quality of life of the resident. To date, the economic implications of high versus low RN tenure in NHs has not been quantified.

The challenge of improving NH quality of care is growing with the nation’s aging population; in 2009, individuals aged 85 and older represented 14.3 percent of the nation’s NH population (Agency on Aging, 2010). The healthcare challenge related to an aging population is even more severe for the nation’s veterans. The demand for NH services in the VA is likely to increase since the proportion of veterans age 85 was 33 percent in 2000 and has grown to 66 percent in 2010 (GAO, 2006). With the growing number of older adults anticipated to receive care in VA Community Living Centers (CLCs), formerly known as VA NHs, it is important to seek efficient ways to reduce costs while still improving quality. A nurse retention program presents such potential (Jones & Gates, 2007). With the enactment of the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) NH Value-Based Purchasing Demonstration understanding the associated costs and savings that may be related to RN tenure in NH from a broad perspective is needed (Thomas et al., 2013). Our objective is therefore to better understand the tradeoffs in increasing VA NH nurse tenure, quality of care, and cost-effectiveness.

2. Methods

A cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) was carried out to evaluate RN tenure scenarios. In a CEA, the incremental effectiveness is measured in common units, such as adverse events avoided, life years saved or quality adjusted life years saved. A key feature of CEA is how the effects are summarized in an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER), which is calculated as follows:

\[ ICER = \frac{(C_1 - C_2)}{(E_1 - E_2)} \]

where \( C_1 \) equals the cost of the higher level investment (in our case, longer RN tenure), \( C_2 \) equals the cost of the less costly comparator (shorter RN tenure), with corresponding outcome measures \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \). This study was guided by the Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards (CHEERS) statement (see Appendix 1), which is a 24-item checklist that ensures a standard method for transparent and complete reporting of health economic studies (Husereau et al., 2013). For further discussion of CEA methodology see Frick, Cohen, and Stone (2013).

2.1. Study design/time horizon

A decision tree (Fig. 1) was constructed to compare the incremental costs and effects of RN tenure scenarios on NH resident transfers to the hospital under two NH staffing scenarios: high versus low levels of RN tenure. Three outcomes were modeled: 1) dollars per hospitalization avoided, 2) dollars per hospitalization and death avoided, and 3) dollars per death avoided. The time horizon of the modeling scenario was set to 1 month, and therefore we did not apply discounting. A short time horizon was chosen for two reasons. First, because the median hospital length of stay of residents transferred from NHs in the VA was 7 days and we were interested in acute transitions. Second, it was pragmatic given the data available lacking individual resident transitions, which would be needed to model a longer time horizon. Because of the short time horizon, life years and quality adjusted life years were deemed inappropriate outcomes. The decision tree was constructed in TreeAge Pro 2013 Suite (TreeAge Software, Williamstown, MA). The study was modeled using a healthcare payer perspective. The model included conditional probabilities and accrued costs from both NHs and hospitals within the VA setting as well as other data sources.

2.2. Variables and data sources

This study builds on retrospective existing dataset of monthly, unit-level resident and nurse workforce data from the VA for fiscal years 2003–2008 (October 2002 to September 2008) compiled for a larger study examining VA long-term care nursing care quality and resident safety (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Grant No. #63959). Institutional review board approval was obtained from both Columbia University Medical Center and Stanford University.

The variable definitions, base case values and ranges are outlined in Table 1. NH hospitalization rates, NH mortality rates and RN tenure levels were based on VA NH units with short and long-stay residents, which included 20 VA integrated service networks across 37 states. Hospital mortality rates and median hospital length of stay were calculated from the VA internal databases and resident enrollment files.

2.3. Costs

Cost parameters were primarily derived from the VA Health Economics Resource Center national cost estimates for NH and hospital care. Nurse wages were assumed to increase depending on how long one worked within an institution. Data on annual wage increase by each additional year of tenure were not available; therefore, we used the “step” increases in the salary pay grade as a proxy to quantify wage differentials between high versus low tenure levels. Monthly RN costs were calculated using the mean VA hourly wage. Using the VA payroll data, the average “step increase” differential among RNs in 2003–2008 was 2.5% to 3.5%. In our models, the average “step increase” was interpreted as 1 year of tenure, and a conservative rate of 2.7% was assumed.

To quantify the replacement cost of RNs in NHs, annual pre-and post-hiring costs were calculated based on published literature, then divided by 12 to give a monthly cost (Caudill & Patrick, 1991; Jones, 2008; Jones & Gates, 2007). Pre-hire costs consisted of advertising for recruitment, hiring, and vacancy costs (hiring temporary staff, overtime, productivity losses, etc.). Post-hire costs included orientation and training costs of the new RN, and new RN productivity losses.

Hospital cost per day was based on the actual median cost of a hospital day among residents who were transferred to the hospital from the VA NH. NH cost per day was based on the median cost of an
NH day for those residents who remained in the VA NH. All costs were expressed in 2012 U.S. dollars using the Medical Consumer Price Index (Halfhill, 2013).

2.4. Strategies compared: High versus low RN tenure

We measured the effects of high and low levels of RN tenure by calculating the resident hospitalization rates stratified by RN tenure levels (deciles) at the unit level. The top and bottom deciles were used as the basis for our baseline conditional probability estimates (Fig. 1). In the high tenure scenario, the average RN tenure was 6.7 years compared to the low tenure scenario, in which the average RN tenure was 2.5 years.

2.5. Assumptions in base case analysis

Several assumptions were made in the base case analysis to simulate the course of an NH resident’s transition (Appendix 2). First, we assumed a 1 month scenario for an NH unit with 32 residents under supervision by 1 RN (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2001). We modeled four endpoints: for those residents who were hospitalized, they were either discharged back to the VA NH or died during the hospitalization; for those residents who were not hospitalized, they either remained in the NH or died. Given the close proximity of VA NHs to the VA Medical Centers, it was therefore assumed that residents were discharged back to their original NH. Mortality rates for residents hospitalized or not hospitalized were assumed to be the same between the two tenure scenarios, and this assumption was varied in sensitivity analyses.

Although we were able to retrieve estimates of the median length of stay in hospitals, data on length of stay prior to dying in a hospital were not available. Therefore, it was assumed that a resident died within 48 hours of being hospitalized. For these residents, daily hospital costs were counted for 2 days. An additional 15 days of daily NH costs were added to the final cost calculation because it was assumed that residents could be hospitalized anytime during a month following a uniform distribution. For instance, if the resident was hospitalized and died, then costs were calculated as (2 days*daily hospital cost) + (15 days* daily NH cost). The same logic was applied to cases in which residents remained in the NH and died (15 days *daily NH cost).

The models assumed care under 1 RN based on an NH unit size of 32 beds. Based on minimum RN staffing hours in many states, it is reasonable to assume that a typical NH RN worked for 8 hours a day and 5 days a week. We assumed an annual wage increase of 2.7% for each additional year of tenure; given the average tenure ranged 4 years in the data, the total wage increase was therefore compounded by 4 years (the rounded difference in tenure between the high versus low) and multiplied by the monthly RN cost.

RN replacement costs were estimated from the average of 2 previously reported study results. Using 1990 dollars, Caudill and Patrick

![Fig. 1. Decision tree. Note. Decision tree depicted to model investment in RN staffing. ①Hospitalization rates by tenure levels; ②Mortality probability in hospital; ③Mortality probability in NH. RN = registered nurse, NH = nursing home.](image-url)
when hospital mortality rates are above 10% or NH mortality rates are beyond 10% and NH mortality rates less than 20%. In other words, no longer dominant. When RN wage step increases went above 9.76%,ment costs went below $1,000 per month, the high tenure strategy was costs and RN wage increases by tenure. For instance, when RN replace-were sensitive to changes in hospitalization rates, RN replacement costs. However, across all 3 outcomes, the results of the base case results were insensitive to variations in NH cost and hospital dailyness ranged from 0.925 to 0.974 depending on outcome), indicating that high tenure was the dominant strategy (that is less costly and more effective). The incremental cost difference per month between the high and low tenure scenario was $4,655. The magnitude of this cost is substantial when considering the potential savings to the VA healthcare system. Assuming a median size NH unit with 32 patients, if the NH is able to create working environments that lead to higher RN tenure, the annual net savings translates to greater than $55,000 per unit (i.e., 4,655*12 = 55,860). With 133 VA NH facilities across the nation with 340 units, this roughly translates to savings of over $18 million (55,860*340 = 18,992,400).

A summary of the sensitivity analyses are presented in Table 3. The results were insensitive to variations in NH cost and hospital daily costs. However, across all 3 outcomes, the results of the base case were sensitive to changes in hospitalization rates, RN replacement costs and RN wage increases by tenure. For instance, when RN replacement costs went below $1,000 per month, the high tenure strategy was no longer dominant. When RN wage step increases went above 9.76%, high RN tenure was no longer dominant. Only when deaths avoided was modeled were the results sensitive to hospital mortality probabilityties beyond 10% and NH mortality rates less than 20%. In other words, when hospital mortality rates are above 10% or NH mortality rates are below 20%, then high RN tenure strategy was dominant for reducing dollars per life saved; however, if monthly mortality probabilities changed beyond these rates, then having higher RN tenure was no longer cost saving. In scenario 3 where the outcome measure was dollars per death avoided, the only parameters that the results were sensitive to were the probabilities of mortality.

### 4. Discussion

Higher RN tenure in VA CLCs was cost-saving, and this was a robust finding. This is markedly different from the model based on California NH data that found high nursing turnover was cost-savings (Mukamel et al., 2009). This difference is likely due to the methodology and perspective resulting in different costs included. In our study we used a broader healthcare perspective applicable to the VA and that includes costs of transfers to the hospital; whereas the California study used only the costs to the NH setting itself.

The findings from our analysis have implications for NH administrators and policymakers and echo recommendations from previous researchers to focus attention on retaining a skilled RN workforce. The idea for building a business case for RN retention is not a new phenomenon (Horn, 2008; Jones, 2006). However, little was known about cost savings that could be realized from retaining a skilled RN workforce in NHs. Furthermore, these savings provide additional resources that could be invested to further improve resident quality of life such as training for RNs in the area of gerontology (Maas, Specht, Buckwalter, Gittler, & Bechen, 2008). It is important to note that while higher RN tenure may result in higher salary costs per RN, in our analysis these costs outweighed the additional required expenditures in units staffed by RNs with lower tenure related to worse resident outcomes and recruiting and replacing the workforce.

A strength of our study is the sensitivity analyses, and our finding, higher tenure was cost savings, was similar under a number of different likely scenarios. For example, we calculated NH RN costs using a wage increase of 2.7%, and the findings were consistent up to a 9.76%. While wage increases may not be linear and can depend on local market characteristics (Rondeau, Williams, & Wag, 2008) it is unlikely that RNs in NHs are getting annual increases at almost ten percent, giving us confidence in these results.

While VA NH mortality rates were quite comparable to community NH values, 3.2% in our study and 2.5% reported in community NHs (Bronskill et al., 2009), the hospital mortality rates in the VA were high (i.e., 25.9%). Spector, Mutter, Owens, and Lincango (2012) reported an 8.1% hospital mortality rate among residents transferred from an NH. This rate falls under 10% range examined in our sensitivity analysis. While direct comparisons cannot be made between VA NHs and non-VA community NHs, differences in resident characteristics and reasons for transferring residents have been reported (French, Campbell, & Rubenstein, 2008), which likely impact these rates. Furthermore, because VA NHs are often not free standing and closely located within VA Medical Centers, it could be that residents were only transferred to the hospital under the most serious conditions.

### Table 2
Summary of 3 base case models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Staffing scenario</th>
<th>Total costs, $</th>
<th>Incremental costs</th>
<th>Effectiveness:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Hospitalization avoided</td>
<td>High tenure</td>
<td>$29,442.36</td>
<td>$4,665.74</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low tenure</td>
<td>$34,108.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Hospitalization or deaths avoided</td>
<td>High tenure</td>
<td>$29,442.36</td>
<td>$4,665.74</td>
<td>0.942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low tenure</td>
<td>$34,108.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Death avoided</td>
<td>High tenure</td>
<td>$29,442.36</td>
<td>$4,665.74</td>
<td>0.962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low tenure</td>
<td>$34,108.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.958</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $ = 2012 U.S. dollars.
While this study has a number of strengths, it also has a number of limitations. This analysis did not consider cases in which residents could be discharged to the community. Patient preferences (e.g., advanced directives and provider attitudes (e.g., overburdening of staff)), factors previously found to be associated with increased resident hospitalizations were also not considered. Not being able to differentiate between short-stay and long-stay residents limits our analysis because residents may have different resource utilization profiles. The level and content of specialty training and leadership skills each nurse may have was not considered, which may impact the NH hospitalization rates. For instance, an RN with recent specialty training may potentially reduce hospitalizations regardless of the number of years with an institution. Quality of life factors were not adjusted in our scenarios; however, given the very short time horizon it would have been inappropriate to assign a quality of life weight. Finally, our study has limited generalizability in that the analysis was conducted under a single healthcare payer perspective, which is not typical of all NHs across the nation. Nevertheless, the estimates of the effects from this study may be useful in setting parameters and for considering the potential cost savings at a national level. Unlike the private sector, where the decision to hospitalize a resident may be influenced by financial incentives (i.e., NH care paid for by state Medicaid programs and hospitalizations paid for by Medicare), the VA NHs do not operate under such incentives (French et al., 2008), and therefore this distinct feature may generate additional opportunities to benchmark cost estimates of nurse tenure on reducing resident adverse outcomes.

Although a decision tree model is an appropriate way to compare the cost-effectiveness of the two staffing scenarios, other modeling techniques may also be beneficial. In our analysis we did not consider resident transitions as a recursive event. Compared to a decision tree where there is a finite time horizon and transitions can only occur once, a Markov simulation model allows residents to transition through the health states more than once, and may provide a more realistic picture of the costs and effects associated with different workforce profiles. We recommend a Markov simulation model be developed that differentiates short and long-stay residents and uses a longer time horizon.

### 5. Conclusions

Aligning quality outcomes with cost effectiveness is imperative to driving the direction of health policy in the U.S. While there has been policy interest in lowering NH hospitalizations and improving nurse retention, there has been little research documenting the associated financial costs incorporating higher RN salaries associated with higher tenure and resident care costs associated with preventable adverse events. In this paper, we have attempted to quantify those costs so NH administrators and policymakers can allocate NH resources more efficiently. Better prevention of hospitalizations by having an experienced RN workforce will not only improve resident quality of care but allow NHs to realize the value of retaining a skilled workforce by decreasing resident care costs associated with hospitalizations.

### Appendix 1. CHEERS statement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section/Topic</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Checklist item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Economic evaluation of longer registered nurse tenure on nursing home resident outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Objective: To better understand the tradeoffs in NH nurse tenure and quality of care, this study builds on previous and ongoing research to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of two nurse workforce scenarios focusing on RN tenure (high versus low), the associated transfers from NH to the hospital and the associated costs. Perspective: Single healthcare payer perspective (VA) Setting: VA owned and operated NHs and medical centers Methods: CEA using decision tree modeling based on 3 different outcomes Results: Higher tenure is more cost effective and this was a robust finding across the analyses. Conclusions: NHs could realize cost savings by retaining an experienced RN workforce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Little is known about the economic implications of NH RN tenure on resident outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td>To better understand the tradeoffs in NH nurse tenure and quality of care, this study builds on previous and ongoing research to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of two nurse workforce scenarios focusing on RN tenure (high versus low), the associated transfers from NH to the hospital and the associated costs. Perspective: Single healthcare payer perspective (VA) Setting: VA owned and operated NHs and medical centers Methods: CEA using decision tree modeling based on 3 different outcomes Results: Higher tenure is more cost effective and this was a robust finding across the analyses. Conclusions: NHs could realize cost savings by retaining an experienced RN workforce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
Appendix 2. List of major assumptions.

Model overall assumptions:

- One month is assumed to be 30 days
- Transition assumptions:
  - Residents are assumed to follow 2 options: transfer to the hospital or remain in the NH (i.e., transfer to home or other community NH is not considered).
  - Hospital and NH mortality are the same regardless of RN tenure levels
  - Residents who survive after a hospitalization go back to the original NH
- Resident transition cost assumptions:
  - NH → Hospital → NH = Daily hospital cost*2 days + Daily NH cost*23 days
  - NH → Hospital → Death = Daily hospital cost*2 days + Daily NH cost*15 days
  - NH → NH = Daily NH cost*30 days
  - NH → Death = Daily NH cost*15 days
- RN cost assumptions:
  - RN cost for high tenure = RN cost for low tenure* (1.027)^4 = $9,515.48
  - RN cost assumptions:
  - NH residents cared for by RNs in VA NHs
- Setting and location:
  - Setting: VA NH and VA Medical Center
- Study perspective:
  - Healthcare payer (NH and Hospital)
- Comparators:
  - RN tenure levels (lowest decile vs. highest decile)
- Choice of model:
  - CEA employing decision tree
- Assumptions:
  - See Table 3.
- Analytical methods:
  - Used TreeAge Pro Suite software to calculate costs and effectiveness. One way sensitivity analyses conducted on probabilities for hospitalization, mortality and RN replacement costs.
- Results:
  - Study parameters:
    - From NH to hospitalization or death
  - Incremental costs and outcomes:
    - Costs: RN wage costs by tenure level + daily NH/hospital cost*length of time in respective institution
- Characterizing uncertainty:
  - Perspective is only from a single healthcare payer: VA is unique and costs often do not translate to community NHs; VA NHs have higher overhead costs because they share costs with the Medical Center located in close proximity
- Characterizing heterogeneity:
  - Sensitivity analyses ran across wide plausible values
  - Based on one study parameters for VA tenure. Limited generalizability, uncertainty surrounding hospitalization rates and mortality rates. Could not differentiate between medically necessary or inappropriate hospitalization
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